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	“Anatomical potential spaces” is an attractive and no more abstract concept

	that offers new perspectives to a surgical world that is rapidily changing and

	becoming more complex.





	Powerful new technologies demand our attention and testify that our clinical

	work and research are deeply influenced by surgical innovations. These latter

	dramatically modified approaches to treatment through the introduction of entirely

	new interventions such as minimally invasive surgical procedures, whose

	real appeal is represented by less invasiveness.





	This constantly evolving research environment has gained large acceptance by

	surgeons accustomed to prompt adaptation to a new trend and inclined to nimble

	behaviour in the face of innovations. This behaviour, however, requires a

	rigorous control in order to lead to more reliable, evidence-based practice and

	to slow or halt the enthusiasm for some harmful or unhelpful treatments, especially

	if they are proven to be no better than standard procedures.





	This particular area of concern has received our attention: to understand

	whether innovations should be considered as evolutionary variations on a

	standard procedure or the first stage of what should become recognized as a

	formal surgical research project.

	"Potential anatomical spaces" have attracted surgeons in the past and in recent years. Due to the development of modern imaging techniques and the advent of minimally invasive surgery, access to these spaces has become a real surgical option. The purpose of this book is to document the challenges related to "potential anatomical spaces", traditionally described as "hidden" spaces. The spread of video-assisted surgery and its application in the management of diseases involving organs or anatomical structures placed in the "potential spaces" (neck, mediastinum, pro-peritoneum and retro-peritoneum, subfacial space of the leg, and axilla), has rendered their surgical anatomy less abstract.
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RFID for the Optimization of Business ProcessesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Prof. Elgar Fleisch, ETH Zürich and University of St. Gallen:
    "A comprehensive, clear and practical introduction for RFID designers."    

    Prof. Rolf Jansen, Faculty of Logistics, Dortmund University:    

    "The book comprehensively deals with the topic in a solution-oriented way, expertly conveying...
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Hacking For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Updated for Windows 8 and the latest version of Linux


	The best way to stay safe online is to stop hackers before they attack - first, by understanding their thinking and second, by ethically hacking your own site to measure the effectiveness of your security. This practical, top-selling guide will help you do both. Fully...
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Oracle Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Up-to-date, comprehensive coverage of the Oracle database and business intelligence tools
    Written by a team of Oracle insiders, this authoritative book provides you with the most current coverage of the Oracle data warehousing platform as well as the full suite of business intelligence tools.     You'll learn how to...
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Languages and Machines: An Introduction to the Theory of Computer Science (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1996

	This revied edition of a mathematically sound presentaion of the theoretical aspects of computing includes step-by-step, unhurried proofs, worked-out examples that demonstrate theoretical concepts, and numerous diagrams and line drawings which highlight the underlying concepts.


	The objective of the second edition remains the same...
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Sustainable Development in Changing Complex Earth Systems (Sustainable Development Goals Series)Springer, 2019

	This book applies system theory to analyze the operation and structure of the complex earth surface system, including the interactions between society and nature that cause environmental degradation and threats to human populations. The possible ways to harmonize the operation of a global society as a complex system using the United Nation...
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Computer Forensics: Computer Crime Scene Investigation (Networking Series)Charles River, 2005
The Most Comprehensive, Up-to-Date, Reference on Computer Forensics!  Using personal computers as their weapons, hackers and criminals (some only 11 years old) have attacked the Internet, government agencies, financial companies, small businesses, and the credit card accounts of unsuspecting individuals. This completely updated book/CD package...
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